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" Englishmen of quality" says Bruno, " \now that their own tongue is confined to their
own island, and would deem themselves savages could they not spea\ Latin, French, Spanish
and Italian"1
While Bruno's biographer quotes this tribute to the linguistic capacities of our ancestors,
he inconsistently infers that " even the most distinguished of Elizabeth's courtiers were far
from recognising the genius of the most distinguished Italian they had ever received	"
The only ground for this assertion is that Bacon in 1622 described Bruno as neither excellent
nor successful.2 But Bacon was not himself successful during the Elizabethan era, nor \vas he
often then at the Court. And although, some nine years after Bruno's departure from Eng-
land, Bacon wrote eloquently (in a private letter) of taking all knowledge for his province,
Boulting's reference to Bruno as " like Bacon " is the more surprising because the two philo-
sophers were unlike, in temper, style, disposition, and circumstances. Also, as Francis Bacon's
first book, his " Essay es" was not published until twelve years after Bruno left England, and
none of Bacon's philosophical writings were printed until after Bruno had been burnt at the
stake in Rome, Bacon's remark on Bruno in 1622 is surely not the measure of the effect of
Bruno upon Elizabethan courtiers in 1583-85.
Thomas Tenison in " Eaconiana: Or Certain Genuine Remains of Sr Francis Bacon,
Baron of Verulam, and Viscount of St. Albans. . , . Now the First time faithfully published,"
London, 1679, classed Bruno among philosophers who " departed from some Errors of the
ancients," but " only spun new Cobwebs, where they had brushed down the old."^
Whether this is fair could only be decided after a study of the whole works of Bruno.
As the learned Inquisitors in Rome took eight years to examine them and discuss the nature of
eight points of heresy gradually discovered therein, there are few theologians to-day who would
have patience to spend another eight years to seek resemblances of Bruno to Bacon. Whatso-
ever Bruno's " new Cobwebs," he was to pay for them with his life; for though he pleaded he
had not written theologically but philosophically, this was treated as evasion, heresy being
adjudged as reprehensible under one name as another.
Rebuked by the Inquisitors for having praised Elizabeth, whose right to the throne of
England Pope Pius V had denied, and for consorting with, commending, and addressing books
to heretics, Bruno replied that respect for reigning Sovereigns was required by courtesy; and
that as to heretics, he valued their personal talents not because of but in spite of their heresy.
Sir Philip Sidney being the nephew of one of the " principal heretics" in England, it is
to be noted that Bruno so whole-heartedly admired " that very illustrious and excellent Knight,
whose acute intellect, not to spea^ of his renowned manners, is so rare that it were difficult to
find his ll\e outside Italy; or within it-. "4 a remarkable admission from an Italian whose
earliest patron had been the same Pope who launched in 1569-70 the anathema against Queen
Elizabeth. But as Sidney was not rich, we may wonder who paid for the publication of Bruno's
t"La Cena de le Ceneri." Boulting, p. in. Eight years before Queen Elizabeth's accession, there had
appeared the first Italian Grammar and Dictionary in English, "Principal Rules of the Italian
Grammar with a Dictionarie for the better understanding of Bpccace, Petrarcha, and Dante, gathered
into this tongue by Willyam Thomas. Imprinted^ at London in Fletestrete in the House of Thomas
Berthelet. 1550" sm: 4to. B.L. and italics. Reprinted 1562, and 1567. See Note, E.E., p. 248.
2 Boulting, p. 113.   30p. cit.; p. 5.
4"L0 Cena de le Ceneri" (The Ash-Wednesday Supper, Diabgue ii) Dedicated "All' itnico refttgio
de le Muse I'lllustriss. Michel di Castelnoua, Sig: di Mauvissier," etc., etc. (B.M. 0.37. 0.14.2.)

